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Besides tattooing on your foot, it can also be done on toes. This person is all about the riches of life! A Crown
for a king! Connect This piece is complete on its own, but finds fullness with a friend. Keep the tattoo moist
by applying a good ointment Lubriderm. Quotes are a reminder of our humanity, an undeniable
acknowledgement of the human condition throughout time and space. Going around barefoot can lead to one
more problem â€” infection. Many tattoo artists may charge higher amounts to do the task on foot. Trail of
flowers This hibiscus trio gets bigger and better the farther down the foot it goes. Aloha This pretty little
hibiscus certainly looks like a Pacific island reminder. The flower seems to be emanating a wonderful scent.
You leave a foot print? Weave your dreams This design could have been inspired by many things: a
chandelier, lace, flowers. Keep your new ink out of the sun. Perfect symmetry This tattoo is split perfectly
down the middle, and the impressive dot work seems to be perfectly symmetrical. Maybe this person got it on
vacation, or maybe they live there or are from there. Incredible tattoo designs and locations for feet ink. It can
be done by drawing outlines or solid color. Matching tattoos are inked on your feet. A Mandala Butterfly Foot
Tattoo This is a gorgeous design that sets the myth of butterflies being an ugly pick for a tattoo. If possible
take a few days off from work. One with nature At first glance, you might only see a collection of color swirls.
Like no fat at all. Tribal Foot Tattoo If you like tribal tattoos, you can also get one in your foot. This innocent
little tattoo keeps it very simple with stick figures and and effortless connection to your best friend. A perfect
blossom The rose never gets old to look at, even in black and white. This piece is a lot more clear as to what it
is to all who see it, but very specific to the owner. Artists do not want to do bad works.


